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SKY Cafe.Restaurant.Bar 

"Smooth, Sexy, Classy Drinks"

The SKY Bar is one of the poshest places in Vienna to be seen having a

cocktail and comes complete with a dress code and all. Despite the pricey

drinks, you can be sure you won't get stiffed on the content, quality, or

superior taste of their cocktails and drinks. Amber lighting and off-white

décor enhance the equally superior rooftop panorama of downtown

Vienna, which is most spectacular from the patio on warm summer nights.

Reservations are a must if you would prefer to have a table. James Bond

himself would feel right at home in this smooth lounge.

 +43 1 513 1712  www.skybar.at  office@skybox.at  Kärntner Straße 19, 7th

Floor, Steffl Department

Store, Wenen
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Atriumbar 

"Get Barred"

Dress your best and head to the first floor of Hotel Ambassador. When it

comes to delicious cocktails and fine wines, Atriumbar is the place to be.

The heady spirits and plush environs take turns to tease you as you

become aware of the A-listers that roam around. Smokers can pick from a

variety of tobacco products at the counter, too.

 +43 1 96 1610  www.ambassador.at/atriu

mbar-,restaurantAndBar_vi

ewItem_2-en.html

 office@ambassador.at  Kärntner Strasse 22, Hotel

Ambassador, Wenen

 by Kruger's American Bar 

Kruger's American Bar 

"New York in Vienna"

If you think every American bar is just another sports bar with huge TVs,

Budweiser and immature college boys, then you haven't been to Kruger's

American Bar. If you enter this place, you will instantly be transported

back to the Roaring 1920s of New York. Classy hardwood floors combined

with dim yellow lighting, bartenders with tuxedos, and smooth jazz tunes

create an atmosphere that is difficult to find these days. Film and jazz

quizzes and brunches complete the agenda of this fine bar.

 +43 1 5122455  www.krugers.at/  office@krugers.at  Krugerstrasse 5, Wenen
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Red Room 

"A Cool Lounge"

The Red Room is an upscale cocktail bar that is located in the basement of

Comida restaurant. Taking its name rather seriously, red color dominates

the decor in an elegant way. It serves delicious cocktails amidst a relaxed

atmosphere where the cacophony and chaos of the outside world is

drowned away. For more details, check website or call ahead.

 +43 1 512 4024  www.comida.at/de/red-  office@comida.at  Stubenring 20, COMIDA,
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Planter's 

"Chic Colonial-Style Cocktails"

Planter's is a chic bar carefully designed in a colonial style. Leather sofas,

wooden fittings and palm plants create a comfortable environment even

though most of the customers' dresses seems for the most part anything

but comfortable. The bouncers take it upon themselves to ensure that the

clientele reflect the tone of the decor. Nevertheless, it is constantly

bustling, with a lively atmosphere and loud music. Planter's bar staff is

practiced in the art of cocktail making, and always offer friendly advice on

which drinks taste the best.

 +43 1 5 3333 9315  www.plantersclub.com/  office@plantersclub.com  Zelinkagasse 4, Wenen
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Drings 

"Hottest Vodka Bar in Town"

This trendy and chic bar is one of Vienna's most popular hot spots. Drings

is a dazzling venue decorated in an intriguing collection of styles. The bar

is covered with a spectacular art installation and features three flat screen

televisions behind it. The mixologists here whip up a one-of-a-kind cocktail

creations from their large selection of over 30 international vodka brands.

Drings is a once in a lifetime experience and a Vienna must visit.

 +43 1 221223935  www.drings-bar.com/  drings@jjwhotels.com  Kaerntner Ring 8, Wenen
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albertgasse39 

"With A Little Help From My Friends"

What do you get, when three best friends, that have known each other

forever, open a bar together? One of the best bar experiences of the city,

of course! Even though they do have a lot in common, each of them brings

a unique quality to the table that adds to the modern and fashionable

atmosphere of the establishment. The always friendly bartenders serve

well-mixed drinks that are accompanied by well-prepared bar snacks.

Always a good option for a fun night out.

 +43 1 402 0339  www.albertgasse39.at/  lokal@albertgasse39.at  Albertgasse 39, Wenen
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Barfly's 

"Fine Bar at the Fürst Metternich"

Nestled in the Fürst Metternich Hotel, Barfly's is a popular hangout bar.

This bar is known for offering an extensive list of beverages. Choose from

the variety of liquor labels or ask the bartender to whip up some specialty

cocktails that will tantalize your palate. This bar is touted to be one of the

best cocktail bars in the city with around 500 cocktail varieties to try. The

cozy interiors and the friendly staff ensure you have a good time when

here.

 +43 1 5 8870  barflys.at/  metternich@austrotel.at  Esterházygasse 33, Hotel

Fürst Metternich, Wenen
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